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This edition, combining some of the most beautiful piano works by Schubert, contains 14 pieces
that will challenge intermediate to moderately advanced pianists. Individual performance notes
are included for each piece along with other editorial markings and suggestions. To assist in the
development of an informed performance, Dr. Baylor has also included a list of recommended
reading and listening examples.

“Indispensible . . . very, very hard to put down.”—Matthew Gurewitsch, The Wall Street Journal --
Matthew Gurewitsch ― The Wall Street Journal“The three-volume set is, by a wide margin, the
definitive work on Schubert’s vocal music with piano. It is also easy to navigate, entertaining, and
readable, at one stroke the indispensable reference for singers, pianists, musicologists, lovers of
music in general, and fans of Schubert in particular.”—Rodney Punt, Classical Voice North
America -- Rodney Punt ― Classical Voice America“Known for his lengthy and scholarly booklet
notes for the Schubert edition, [Graham Johnson] has now taken the material, expanded and
rewritten it, and produced what will surely stand as one of the great modern monuments of
practical musicology, his vast three-volume encyclopedia, handsomely published by Yale
University Press.”—Ian Bostridge, The New York Review of Books -- Ian Bostridge ― The New
York Review of BooksShortlisted in the 'Creative Communication' category for the 2014 RPS
Music Awards -- RPS Music Awards ― RPS Music Published On: 2015-06-06“Piano lovers will
be grateful that Lieder scholar and accompanist extraordinaire Graham Johnson, the man
responsible for the marathon undertaking of recording Schubert’s complete Lieder for Hyperion
Records, has further expanded his lengthy booklet notes for that series into three friendly, chatty
tomes.”—Benjamin Ivry, International Piano -- Benjamin Ivry ― International Piano“This is the
book on the subject—the best written, longest and most informative. The product of a lifetime’s
work, it will be a lifelong companion… provides not only a commentary on each of the 650-odd
songs, but also wide-ranging essays on a variety of subjects placed in their cultural and
historical context, together with excellent illustrations. It really is the definitive treatment of the
German-speaking world at its musical and literary apogee.”—Jonathan Gaisman, Spectator --
Jonathan Gaisman ― Spectator Published On: 2015-12-04“An encyclopedic overview that
should become the definitive reference work . . . His enthusiasm comes through in vivid, lucid
writing.”—Anthony Tommasini, The New York Times -- Anthony Tommasini ― The New York
TimesWinner of the 2016 Oldman Prize of the International Association of Music Libraries. --
Oldman Prize ― International Association of Music Libraries Published On: 2016-02-04About
the AuthorGraham Johnson is Senior Professor of Accompaniment at the Guildhall School of
Music & Drama in London, and plays for recitals around the world.
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John Pavlish, “Easy to read, but binding is tricky. I had chosen this book to acquire the Schubert
Impromptus. I felt that the selections of songs for the price were reasonable for similar types of
books. When trying to read this book, the type of binding of glue on this book does not allow the
pages to stay open on a stand fold up, making it extremely annoying to read this book.I would
only suggest this book for people who are willing to rebind the book so that the sheets can lay
flat on a stand without folding up on you. I had purchased a larger Diabelli by Alfrid, and it has an
entire different binding design and is able to stay open for the first and last pages of the book.
This Schubert book was discouraging to read, especially since the Impromptus are extremely
long pieces.Overall, I always appreciate the format of finger and notes by Alfrid to properly play
classical pieces. If you are willing to use something to weigh down the pages or rebind it, this
book is great for owning a collection of Schubert.”

AnnChopin, “Good text. Needs a spiral bind.. I wish the binding was easier to open, otherwise 5
stars. My teacher had me use a wooden board to help open the binding more, so it will stay open
on the piano. You just open to the page you want, lay a board on top of the book, and then stand
on the board for a few seconds. Then do that with each page. Your weight will help. .... I don't
know why they just won't spiral bind books like this. It's fine.”

Jeff of Philippines, “One for the musical library. When my teacher mentioned that we will be
studying some Schubert Impromptus, I immediately ordered this edition as I've been quite
satisfied with Alfred Publishing so far (well put together, inexpensive, helpful intros/performance
notes). I will probably just study one or two pieces but I thought it wise to invest in the complete
set anyway. I am happy with my decision. I used to download and print the public domain version
of classical pieces but since I am trying to build a musical library, I thought it quite tacky to bind
printouts. If you want to familiarize yourself with Schubert, the impromptus offer a window into his
beautiful and profound music.”

G, “Schubert - Impromptus, Opp. 90, 142. This is one of the greatest masterpieces ever written
for the Piano.I am not saying this is an easy piece to play, but it is worth everyeffort in learning
and hopefully paying this grand beauty.THANK YOU SCHUBERT !!!”

j lee, “Good. Good”

Marge, “Music to play. Usable edition though hard to get .... Music to play. Usable edition though
hard to get it to lie flat on the music stand.”

braphael, “Very Very Good!. As in every Alfred Edition, this particluar collection is of fine quality.
The edition is neat, folds back with ease, and very readable. I recommend an Alfred, everytime!



5 out of 5 stars!”

Azucena Caballero, “Good edition. the book is in good condition and is very good edition”

The book by Richard L. Currier has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 30 people have provided feedback.
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